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NESCAC community mourns
the recent loss of Bates student
ELAINA ROLLINS '16
FORREST ROBINETTE '16
EDITORIAL STAFF

The tragic death of Bates student
John Durkin has shaken the entire
NESCAC college community. Durkin, a
junior economics major and football
player at Bates, was studying abroad in
Rome through the Trinity College pro·
gram when he suddenly went missing
last Thursday, Feb. 20. Durkin was later
found dead in a train tunnel between St.
Peter's and Trastevere stations. His
body was first reported to the authorities by a passenger aboard a passing
train.
Durkin was one of 55 students studying in Trinity's Rome program, along
with five other Bates students. Upon the
announcement of Durkin's passing,
Bates College President Clayton
Spencer released a public statement:
''This is a time of deep sadness for our
community and for so many people who
knew and loved John. We are profound·
ly sad and share the tremendous grief of

his family."
Trinity College President Jam es
Jones addressed the Trinity campus in
an email sent out on Saturday, Feb. 22.
Jones expressed his sympathies to the
College community and the family and
friends of Durkin. He wrote that, "By all
accounts, [Durkin] was an exemplary
young man and a student·athlete in the
truest sense of the word. I also want to
extend my sincerest condolences to
Bates College, my gratitude to the
Trinity administrators at our Rome cam·
pus, as well as the Trinity staff in
Hartford."
Over 11,000 people have now liked
the Facebook page that was initially ere·
ated to spread the word of his absence in
Rome. Bates hosted a gathering on
Monday, Feb. 24 for students to share
condolences, reflections, and memories
about their beloved classmate.
At this time, the investigation of
Durkin's death is ongoing. Police have
not yet released any more information
regarding the circumstances of his dis·
appearance and death.

COURTESY O F Sarah Sturman ' 15
Bates student John Durkin passed away this past week in Rome while studying on the Trinity program.

Women's Squash beats Harvard to win national championship
PETER PRENDERGAST '16
SPORTS EDITOR

On Sunday, Feb. 23, the Trinity
College Women's Squash team became
national champions as they beat out the
Harvard Crimson in a 5·4 victory. Eight
schools, including Dartmouth, Princeton,
Yale, Pennsylvania, Cornell and
Stanford, gathered at Princeton's Jadwin
Courts for a weekend tournament span·
ning from Feb. 21 ·Feb. 23, all looking for
a chance to win the Howe Cup. The
Bantams, who finished the regular sea·
son with a 14·1 record, were awarded the
no.2 seed in the tournament, while the
undefeated Harvard was awarded the
first seed.
In the quarterfinal round on Feb. 21,

Trinity completely swept the Stanford
Cardinals as not one Bantam allowed
their opponent to win even a single game.
Kanzy El Defrawy '16 was especially
impressive in her match, as she allowed
only two points in her three games.
Following the win against Stanford,
Trinity advanced to the semi-final round,
to face University of Pennsylvania. Like
Stanford, the Quakers proved that they
were no match for the dominant
Bantams. Trinity took the match with a
score of 6-3 as they won in the top five
positions as well as in the no.7 spot.
Head Coach Wendy Bartlett stated
''Penn's lineup was different than the first
time and that may have thrown us off at
first.
Ashley Tildman's win really
changed the momentum for us." Tildman

'15 broke the 3-3 match tie as she beat
her opponent, Michelle Wong, 3-2.
By beating Penn, Trinity advanced to
the finals where they met the very team
that tarnished the Bantams' perfect season only a few weeks earlier: the Harvard
Crimson. No.1 seed Harvard had swept
Dartmouth College in the quarter-finals
and defeated Yale 6-3 in the semi-finals to
reach the championship round against
Trinity. The two teams met on Sunday,
Feb. 23 at 1:00 p.m. to compete for the
title. Harvard showed up looking to
maintain their perfect season while the
Bantams were looking to avenge their
regular season loss to the Crimson.
Harvard took a 2·0 lead after the first
two matches as Katie Tutrone beat
Trinity's Wee Nee Low '14 in the no.3 spot

and Megan Murray beat Sachika Balvani
'16 in the no.9 spot. Trinity finally got on
the board in their third match as Natalie
Babjukova '15 beat Harvard's Julianne
Chu in five games to take the no.6 spot
victory.
Co-captain Catalina Palaez '14 followed Babjukova's victory with a 3-1 victory over Haley Mendez in the no.2 spot.
Palaez's victory rounded out her perfect
season as she finished her 2013-2014
campaign with a 14-0 record. In the next
match, Jennifer Pelletier '14 found herself down 2-1 against Harvard's no.8,
Isabelle Dowling, but she managed to
take the last two games, including an 116 victory in the deciding fifth game.
see

SQUASH on page 5

COURTESY OF Trincoll Athletics
The Trinity Women's Squash players are now national champions after a tough match versus Harvard University this past Sunday, Feb. 23. The Trinity Bantams beat the Harvard Crimson in a 5-4 victory.
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Tripod Editorial
Americans living abroad renounce
citizenship at concerningly high levels
This past week NPR
reported that 3,000 Americans
renounced their citizenship
last year. Now, this number
seems miniscule without
knowing that on average, only
500 Americans become officially "un-American" every year.
The spike in renunciations
was caused mainly by the
2010 Foreign Accounts Tax
Compliance Act, a law originally set out to deter interna tional tax fraud. Americans
have a history of storing taxfree cash in foreign banks,
such as those run by the
Swedes. However, rather than
simply prevent tax fraud, this
2010 act has compelled an
unusually large amount of
Americans to give up their citizenship.
The problem with the
Foreign
Accounts
Tax
Compliance Act is that it
increases burdensome regula tions for every foreign bank
that does business with the
U.S, so much so that after the
law's enactment in 2010, nearly every American accountholder living in Europe was
shut out of their bank. Even
American citizens who had
lived in Europe for over forty
years lost their accounts.

Renouncing citizenship is
not easy. Americans must fill
out paperwork, complete exit
interviews, and deal with legal
procedures. Those citizens
who choose to complete these
steps are surely not acting on
a whim.
The United States is also
one of only a few countries
that taxes their citizens living
oversees. Even Americans who
have been living in Europe for
upwards of fifty years must
pay, thus adding an additional
incentive for Americans considering renouncing their citizenship to go through with the
process.
While 3,000 people may not
be a relatively large number in
comparison to the entire population of the United States,
this amount is significantly
higher than a mere 500 people. Clearly, the recent acts of
Congress
have
affected
Americans living abroad in a
powerful away.
I believe citizenship matters to the American people.
However, if Congress continues to allow the Foreign
Accounts Tax Compliance Act
to function without any
changes, what does this say
about how the United States

values its citizens living
abroad?
There is currently no representative in Washington
that speaks soley on behalf of
Americans living in other
countries. I do not believe that
this nation needs a distinct
member of Congress or the
Senate to speak for Americans
living abroad, but rather,
every elected official in
Washington should consider
the fact that they all might
represent constituents who do
not reside strictly within their
district's borders.
I do not see Americans living in another country as any
less American as those living
in one of the fifty states. They
surely lead different lifestyles
and are experiencing different
cultures, but they have chosen
to retain their citizenship for a
as reason - up until now.
Congress should reconsider
certain aspects of the recent
tax compliance act, because
the concerns of Americans living abroad deserve as much
consideration as the concerns
of Americans living here at
home.

-EGR

Television shows give college students
the means to relax and procrastinate
With the release of the sec·
ond season of "House of
Cards," my television addiction has been reawakened. I
admit with great shame that I
have already devoured all of
the new episodes that were
released eleven days ago on
Valentine's Day. Please don't
worry about spoilers in this
article, I wouldn't dare to
write one here.
I share my having finished
season two to demonstrate the
considerable amount of time
that I have spent watching
television in the past week.
And from what I hear from my
friends and acquaintances, I
am not alone in my television
addiction. It seems that college students in general love
to spend their free time with
Netflix, HBO GO, and other
television providers. So my
question is, why can't we get
enough TV?
First, I think many of us
are very much in need of
mind-numbing
activity.
Between class, homework, and
various extra -curricular activities, mental exhaustion can
easily take hold. For me, after
a long day of classes there is
nothing sweeter than sitting
down in front of my computer,
firing up Netflix, and watching "Futurama" for an indefirtpo

nite amount of time. For this
reason, I think we shouldn't
be completely ashamed of loving TV. It's enjoyable and it's a
way to release stress.
I think TV is also particu larly appealing to college students because we have very
odd schedules. A friend of
mine remarked that during
the day he always has "thirty
minutes here, twenty minutes
there." Those little bits of free
time never seem to be enough
to delve meaningfully into
homework, but they are perfect for watching an episode of
"Arrested Development." This
may be a legitimate reason for
not doing work or it may just
be an excuse to procrastinate.
I think that TV watching
becomes
shameful
when
enjoyed in excess. I am very
guilty of sitting down to watch
an episode of "30 Rock" and
then never stopping. The day
that Netflix introduced "PostPlay" was a dark day. After
that, I didn't even have to
click the mouse to continue
binging. All I had to do was sit
back, relax and watch hour
after hour of television shows.
The addictive quality of great
shows and services like
Netflix, HBO, and Amazon
Instant means that we have to
practice a great deal of self-

restraint. It's very easy to let
homework fall by the wayside
when there are so many great
shows out there ripe for the
watching.
This seems to be the
biggest issue of TV: its ability
to destroy one's work ethic. We
all have the right to enjoy our
favorite shows, but we also
have responsibilities to the
clubs we are, to our classes,
and to our social lives. The
balance is the challenge. It's
the very balance that I was
completely unable to maintain
this past week as I watched
"House of Cards" like it was
my job. My downfall was a
lack of self-restraint and I
think that's the downfall of
those who binge on TV.

1toria s represent t e views o t e executive oar o
t
ruuty
comprised of the Editor-in-Chief and the Managing Editor.
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New season of "House of Cards'' surpasses audience expectations
DANIEL WILKINS '15
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

"He's in the darkness now,
and I'm the only beacon of
light," says Frank Underwood
(Kevin Spacey). "Now we gently guide him toward the
rocks." In the second season of
the popular Netflix original
series, "House of Cards,"
Spacey delivers another chilling performance of the manipulative
politician,
Frank
Underwood.
This past week on Feb. 14,
the Golden Globe-nominated
drama series "House of Cards"
had its second season released
on Netflix. Procera Networks
estimates that 2% of Netflix
subscribers, or around 668,000
people, finished the entire season in the first weekend.
Considering its beautiful character development and suspense, it is easy to understand
why "House of Cards" has
quickly become one of the most
popular shows currently airing.
While season one seems to
lose its tension by the end, season two maintains its sus·
penseful drama throughout.
Season two brings much more
of a focus on a larger political
sphere, as tbe show now closely follows a member of the
executive branch, Underwood
as Vice President, as well as
Jaclyn Sharp (Molly Parker), a
member of Congress. While the
first season split its time
almost evenly between inves·
tigative journalism and politi-

cal dealings, this season is
much more focused on the politics and closely tied billion·
aires. While Frank's crimes
continue to be investigated
through this season, they hold
much less importance to the
season and instead seem to
serve more as a build up for the
third season.
The new season also sees a
very interesting relationship
develop between Underwood
and President Walker (Michael
Gill) whose character finally
takes off. The second season
shows Walker to be one of the
few likeable and honest characters. However, in the true
nature of the show, Walker's
honesty makes him weak and
vulnerable. The political and
financial world in "House of
Cards" has no room for sympathy, and only those that remain
cold and ruthless thrive.
Vice
President
Frank
Underwood exemplifies this
premise, as he never breaks
from his pragmatic, yet shady,
politics. Always sure to leave
no
weaknesses
exposed,
Frank's schemes are brilliantly
intricate and are slowly
revealed throughout the course
of the show. Frank's character
is, however, entirely predictable. Frank rarely reveals
any empathy and is willing to
use any leverage he can to gain
more power. The desire for
power drives all of "House of
Cards"' characters, but Frank
is the only one who loses his
humanity to it. On his rise to
power he regrets none of the

decisions he made which hurt Claire Underwood (Robin
his colleagues, and it is this Wright), is a character that is
relentless cold-blooded calcula- described as "loyal to no one,"
tion which makes it possible for and backs this up by betraying
anyone who stands between
him to continuously succeed.
While Spacey's performance her and power. This part of her
as Frank Underwood serves as character was well developed
the catalyst for the series' dark and perhaps best demonstratworld, it is the real depth of : ed as she fires the entire staff,
troubled characters th;it makes including one woman she had
the show so effective. One of grown close to, of her non-profthis season's newest charac- it organization so she could
ters, Jaclyn Sharp, begins the expand the company. Claire
season with Frank, discussing continues her path of betrayal
the primary candidates to throughout season two, until
replace his old position as finally her emotions catch up to
majority whip in the House. her. In perhaps the most powJaclyn proves her own ruth- erful moment of the season,
lessness, capitalizing on every Claire breaks down in hysteropportunity she has to gain ics and it appears her maniputhat position and maintain as lation has finally left her isomuch power as she can. Where lated and empty.
Other characters from the
she differs from Frank, howevfirst
season, including Remy
er, is the empathy her characDanton
(MahershalaAli), Doug
ter delivers in multiple occaStamper
(Michael Kelly) and
sions. As she defames and
Rachel
Posner
(Rachel
destroys a close friend's career,
Brosnahan),
are
far
more
she displays great remorse, yet
dynamic
in
this
new
season.
follows through anyways. This
conflict follows Jaclyn through- Lobbyist Remy Danton, who
out the season, as she eventu - has always diligently worked
ally becomes close with a pow- for the highest bidder, finally
erful man of opposing inter- reaches a point where emotion
ests, the clash between her challenges his business inter·
career and her personal life is ests.
Meanwhile, Rachel remains
one that constantly troubles
trapped
by her actions from
her.
season
one,
while Doug, the
Jaclyn's character is a
recovering
alcoholic
finds him·
refreshing change of pace from
Frank, as despite the self-serv- self infatuated with her.
ing and cut-throat political Behind the consistent and premaneuvers she makes, she dictable dealings of Frank, the
clearly shows deep emotional show's many supporting chardistress and a troubled charac- acters demonstrate a deeply
troubled inner conflict between
ter.
Similarly, Frank's wife, their lust for power and their

morals.
In many circumstances, power is the stronger
desire.
The only new character of
season two who fails to greatly
enrich the show is Seth
Grayson (Derek Cecil). Seth
enters the show as the press
manager for the U nderwoods
and his character · remains
mysterious from the moment
he enters the series. Even the
characters within the show
often question his integrity, yet
the audience never learns the
true essence of his character.
Judging by the way the series
ends, it seems that perhaps his
character will have a much
larger role and be of greater
significance in the third sea son, yet in this season his character felt uncomfortably distant and ominous.
The second season of
"House of Cards" did not disappoint, as it took an already fas·
cinating group of characters
and developed them ever further. While the first season was
a success, this season far surpasses it in drama and character development.
"House of Cards" plays on a
somewhat sadistic desire from
its audience, as the viewer
finds himself rooting for Frank
Underwood to succeed and get
away with his crimes, despite
how despicable and unlikable
of a person he truly is. This
accomplishment-to make the
audience appreciate a character with few redeeming qualities-is proof in itself of the
show's brilliance.

Fashion tips for Trinity College (or why I hate Patagonia vests)
MICHAEL NEWKIRK '14
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Warning: Prepare for some
serious
generalizations.
Pointing to individuals as a
way of challenging my interpretation of the culture at
Trinity as a whole is the equivalent of pointing to a row of
intact houses in New Orleans
circa late 2005 and saying
"What hurricane?" Note to
Self think of a less offensive
metaphor.
I once saw a group of seven
girls standing together at a
Trinity football game, faces
buried in their iPhones, wearing the same thing. I mean
that literally. They were literally wearing the exact same
thing from head to toe (boots,
leggings, Patagonia vests, sunglasses, and Trinity caps).
Seeing this inspired an avalanche of thoughts. I understand that Trinity has its fair
share of students who attended East Coast prep schools and
have certain understandings
of what to wear. But, as I
thought more about these
girls, and our campus climate,
I couldn't help but ask myself

this: Why, at Trinity, do we all
tend to dress so similarly?
These girls perfectly encapsulated the distinct sense of style
that dominates all others on
this campus. To help you
choose an outfit that says, "I
clearly go to Trinity," I have
compiled a handy-dandy list of
Trinity Fashion Tips
First, a little known fact is
that Patagonia is the only
company that makes warm
clothing. Unless your fleece
says Patagonia on it, it will
unfortunately not keep you
warm.
Second, wearing officially
licensed Trinity apparel that
your mom bought at the bookstore is a good way to show
that you are a unique, independent individual.
Third, nothing says "I am
down with the working class
locals on Martha's Vineyard"
like wearing Vineyard Vines.
Fourth, if you buy your
nice clothing at a thrift store,
make sure to tell everyone it is
from a thrift store for maxi·
mum irony points.
Fifth, wear boat shoes,
because you never know when
you might have to suddenly

captain a boat. Yes, you may
be miles from the nearest
ocean, but boat shoes are a
practical, casual way to say "I
have a summer house on
Nantucket."
Joking aside, I want to
make it clear that I am not
someone who enjoys judging
others based on what they
wear. Judging others is usually nothing more than a way for
people to mask their own inse·
curities. I like to think that
just because someone dresses
like a stereotype doesn't mean
they aren't a free-thinking
individual. But let's be real:
there is a point where one
can't help but judge. And for
me, these seven identical girls
at the football game are it.
Everyone comes to Trinity
with a certain idea of what it
will be like. No one arrives
here innocent. Everyone has
Ralph Lauren-scented blood
on their hands. From my
understanding, the students
who don't really know what to
expect from Trinity immediately get swallowed up by the
dominant narrative before
they have a fighting chance.
Instead of standing out, they

try to fit in. This includes how
they dress, but how we dress is
only a symptom of the problem. The root of the problem is
that there are certain archetypes that Trinity students are
expected to embody. While
guys are expected to be womanizing frat-stars, girls are
supposed to be Netflix-watching, iPhone-having, too-manyshots-of-vodka·taking
girls
who differentiate themselves
exclusively through their
favorite bachelor contestant.
For me, the paradox is that no
sane person would admit that
these traits actually describe
them. So why does it feel like
it's what everyone secretly
aspires to be?
As a result of people trying
to embody these stereotypes,
Trinity can sometimes feel less
like a liberal arts college and
more like a boarding school.
Nearly every pocket of culture
on campus has an agreed-upon
identity that accompanies it,
and many of us simply fill out
the checklist of what we are
supposed to say, and how we
are supposed to act (and
dress) . This is by no means a
problem exclusive to Trinity.

But that doesn't mean we
can't recognize it and begin to
fix it.
The part of you that exists
beyond your personality is a
precious thing. I've found in
my few years at Trinity that it
is important to recognize the
part of yourself that makes
you who you are and protect it.
Recognizing it is hard, and
protecting it is even harder.
This part of you can be
ridiculed and delegitimized
and slowly crushed every day
if you let it, but you have to be
aware of this process and fight
back.
How? Stay creative. Don't
worry about being labeled.
Nurture the part of yourself
that makes you different, or it
will be lost in a sea of
Patagonias, salmon shorts,
and mid-calves. Write, draw,
make music, rap, dance, play
with action figures , start a
slap boxing league, I don't
know. Just do something
weird and insane because the
last thing this school (and this
world, for that matter) needs
is something it's seen before.
But for the love of God, don't
let it involve Patagonia vests.

Opinions put forth in this section are those of the writers themselves and cb not reflect the views of The Trinity Tripod nor of its staff.
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Ukraine set upon road to recovery with recent impeachment
SHEILA NJAU '17
STAFF WRITER

As people tune in to watch
the Winter Olympics and cheer
on their respective countries,
there is a country close to Russia
that is not. Instead, the past cou·
ple of weeks have been wrought
by violence and destruction and
the question that remains is
when it will end. The problems
in Ukraine began towards the
end
of November
when
Ukraine's president, Vik.tor
Yanukovytch, refused Ukraine's
integration with the European
Union. For many Ukrainians
who waited years for the trade
agreement that was supposed to
be formed between Ukraine and
the European Union, they were
dealt a harsh blow. This bitter
pill became even more difficult
to swallow when in December,
Russia's president, Vladimir
Putin stated that he would give
Ukraine a 15.9 billion loan and
33% off Russia's natural gas.
Many viewed this as a sign that
President Yanukovytch was
going to form a deal with Russia.
Due to the fact that Ukraine
used to be under Russia's rule, it
is understandable why many
people would become upset at
the idea of an alliance between
Russia and Ukraine.
It turns out that this is not
even the first time that Ukraine
has
had
problems
with
President Yanukovytch. In 2004,
during what is referred to as the
"Orange Revolution," there were
protests against Yanukovytch
being elected as president as he
was considered to be a supporter
of Russia. After the Supreme
Court ruled for a new vote count,
Vik.tor Yushchenko foot a sup·

porter of Russia) was chosen as
the winner. In the end, he man·
aged to be elected to the presi·
dency again in 2010 and did
what people had feared in 2004
by electing to side with Russia
over the European Union. Once
again, the people's displeasure
became evident in the form of
protests, ironically taking place
in Independence Square, which
is in Kiev, Ukraine's capital.
Sadly, on Jan. 22, matters took
a turn for the worse as the
protests turned violent due to
the prohibitions that the gov·
ernment had placed on people
such as deeming the protests
unlawful and censuring of the
media . .A.bout five people were
killed and hundreds were
injured and this was only the
beginning of what has been
escalating to people throwing
Molotov cocktails and the police
using live ammunition against
the protestors. The mayor of
Kiev, Volodymyr Makeyenko,
resigned from the President's
Regions Party in protest of the
violence.
In February, the protests
grew even worse as the death
and injury count continued to
rise. On Feb. 18, 28 people died
(including protesters, police·
men, and a bystander) and 335
people were injured. Only two
days later, 70 people were killed
and more than 2,000 people
were injured in what may have
been the most violent day since
the protests began. It is also the
most violence since Ukr~e got
its independence from Russia.
Tu think that these are only two
days in Ol).e month is frighten·
ing and also jarring. All of this is
taking place against the back·
drop of the Winter Olympics,

which ' in a way represent
nationality and the unity that
comes from cheering on one's
fellow countrymen; a unity that
at this time, Ukraine does not
have. After the violence of Feb.
20, other countries decided to
take action with the European
Union placing sanctions such as
travel bans and "freeze of
assets" on those officials respon·
sible for turning what had
begun as peaceful protests into
violent ones. The U.S. seems to
be also following a similar
route.
Now it seems that Ukraine's
unrest may be coming to an end.
On February 22, the members
of the Ukraine Parliament, with
a vote of 328 out of 447 mem·
hers, made the decision to
impeach President Yanukovytch
and stated that they would hold
a special eletion on May 25 for a
new president. This also came

in the wake of protestors taking
over Yanukovytch's office and
residence. This also led to the
release of Yulia Tymoshenko,
Yanukovytch's opponent in the
2010 elections. She was impris·
oned in 2011 on charges of
abuse of office, which many
thought was suspicious. At this
time, Yanukovytch claims that
he will not resign and has left
Kiev for the time being. Also,
the new Interior Minister h as
stated that the police will no
longer fight against the protest·
ers, which hopefully means that
peace will be restored.
Something that I read that I
thought to be so true was the
fact that even though it was the
people who had elected
Yanukovytch to become their
president, it was with the expec·
tation that he would do what
was best for the citizens of
Ukraine. Even though the stim·

ulus from Russia may have
helped the economy, it also
meant that Ukraine would be
tied even tighter to Russia, a
country that Ukrainians had
achieved independence from in
1991. I get it, the lull of power
can be an intoxicating thing,
but this is not a dictatorship
and Yanukovytch should respect
the people's choice because it
has become apparent that what
Yanukovytch w.ants and what
his citizens' desire are complete·
ly different.
I find myself thinking about
the picture that I saw of a
Ukrainian priest standing
between protesters and the
police and how sad it is that
things escalated to such a point.
Maybe now with these new
changes, Ukraine can find bal·
ance again as they mourn the
lives lost these past three
months.

COURTESY OF www.nytimes.com
Violence and riots fill the streets of Kiev, Ukraine. Thousands of people are either hurt and injured.

The amazing power and comfort of food in our everyday lives
TANYA KEWALRAMANI '15
STAFF WRITER

The cool evening air swept
through my hair. It was a wel·
corned relief. I took a deep
breath and sat on the swing
on the balcony. The leaves
were rustling. I could hear
distant chatter from the street
near our apartment. Men and
women were selling vegeta ·
bles and fruits on the street.
Children were playing with
footballs, sticks, cricket balls
and stones. All the noise was
like music to my ears. This
balcony was the only place in
the house that was peaceful.
All day long, I had heard all
sorts of women telling my
family and I about how sorry
they were for our loss. No
matter how many people told
us that, they would never fill
the hole in our hearts.
My
grandfather
had
passed away a few days ago.
At 70, he was the healthiest
man I had known. His heart
attack was a shock to all of us.
Our only consolation was that
he had died doing what he
loved, playing tennis. He was
the light of our family, our
hero. He had left us without
warning. There was nothing

that could be done to fill that.
Since his death, our home was
filled with people and with
food.
My grandmother and her
friends would wake up when
the morning sunlight was
peeking through the clouds.
They had the biggest pots and
pans I had ever seen. She

"Yet, while we hungrily
attacked the bland
food, it somehow
brought us closer
together. It was the one
time of day where we
were uninterrupted
and through the grieving process we found
solidarity."
would throw in some chili pow·
der, garlic paste, turmeric
powder, and other spices I had
never even heard of before.
The strong aroma would wake
me up every morning. In the
chaos that I felt and was sur·
rounded by, the smells provid ·
ed me with a sense of comfort,
and a schedule. I would wake
up, shower, and put on clean
clothes. I would then sit with

the rest of my family and we
would conduct mourning ritu ·
als. This took place for thirteen days.
Ironically enough,
we
never ate the food whilst it
was fresh. We were busy meet·
ing people who had come to
offer their condolences. We
were busy serving them. We
were busy pretending like we
were fine. It was exhausting
pretending to be fine . In all
the mess, there was only one
time of the day we felt as if we
were together, not scrambled
everywhere. At 10 o'clock
every night, when everyone
had left, the only sound that
could be heard in the house
was the microwave. It was the
same meal every night, lentils
and rice. We all sat around the
table, worn out. It was a hyp·
notic sadness. No matter what
we did, we found it hard to
pull ourselves out of it. Yet,
while we hungrily attacked
the bland food, it somehow
brought us closer together. It
was the one time of day where
we were uninterrupted and
through the grieving process
we found solidarity.
It really made me think
about the power of food. Of
course, it soothes hunger. But,

there is so much more that it
does for us. It is the highlight
of any important festival, or
occasion. During Diwali, also
known as the Festival of
Lights, which is equivalent to
our Christmas, my family
plans the menu for almost a
month. They edit it, finalize it,
and then edit it again. The

"Simply eating a
falafel sandwich in
the United States
transports me back
to Dubai. I can smell
the familiar smell of
my house. I can
almost hear my
mother sitting next
to me."
Diwali party at our house
involved meticulous planning.
The end result is a lavish
feast, which results in a sort of
food coma. It makes the food
coma that much more uncom·
fortable because of the fancy
Indian clothes.
My first Thanksgiving in
the United States left me baf·
fled. Everyone bought their
turkey several days in

advance. Every one of my
friends
who
celebrated
Thanksgiving spoke of the
food as if they were enchanted.
The turkey, the stuffing, the
pie. They appeared to be more
excited than Christmas. I
remember watching a friend of
mine cook the turkey. I was
too baffled to talk to her. I
managed to make a few of the
sides, but the turkey really
was something else.
Each time that I reach my
hometown of Dubai, I have the
appetite of a lion. The shawarmas, the hummus,
the
falafels, the butter chicken,
and naan leave me on my bed,
unable to move for several
hours. More than eating the
food, I truly appreciate the
time I spend with my family.
We make up for four months of
being apart. My only job is to
sit at the dining table and eat.
Simply eating a falafel sand·
wich in the United States
transports me back to Dubai. I
can smell the familiar smell of
my house. I can almost hear
my mother sitting next to me.
The power of food is tremen·
dous, because it activates all
of our senses without us even
realizing it. The power of food
truly is wonderful.
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Professor Scott Gae addresses the origins of violence in America
DUNCAN GRIMM '15
STAFF WRITER

How does violence permeate
the forming of the American
state? The problem inherent in
this question is that within the
American past, violence has
been ubiquitous.
On Thursday, Feb. 20,
Associate Professor of History
Scott Gae previewed aspects of
his forthcoming book, Born in

Blood: A Cultural and Political
History of Violence in America.
With elements of violence in the
United States a subject of the
media daily, one wonders just
when its culture began to establish itself in the American discourse.
In Wako, Texas in 1993, there
was a brutal shootout after a
long standoff between federal
law enforcement and a heavily
armed radical Christian sect.
''The world that day bore witness to an America engulfed by
violence," according to Gae.
Though the media portrayed the
event as something abnormal,
t he radicalization of religion,
Gae remembered that this is a
familiar excuse in the historical
discourse. Violence, like teachings of freedom and democracy,
seemed to be a part of modern
America. Gae recalled that the
question of violence then was
framed as a ''political dominion
out of touch with its foundational beliefs. The United States, the
land of liberty, freedom and
democracy-violence
only
resulted when Americans failed
to embrace those ideals. This
confusion over American violence traces back to the nation's
beginnings."
In 1776, Thomas Paine preposed that violence "wa s the
r esult of aristocratic regal ways.
Where there are no distinctions,

there can be no superiority.
Perfect equality affords no temptation." From then on, American
leaders and political theorists
"took the bait," in Professor
Gae's words. Men like John
Adams and Abraham Lincoln
cite the Constitution as proof
that something other than fighting would resolve disputes. It is
this belief, traced throughout
American
history,
which
Professor Gae seeks to challenge.
Gae focused on state sanctioned
violence
in
five
moments-the 1781 mutiny of
the Continental Army, the decision to declare war in 1861,
slave emancipation in 1863, the
Railroad Strike of 1877, and the
call for Federal troops to enter
schools in 1957. Professor Gae
posited that, "Violence belongs
alongside the worthies within
the
American
pantheon."
Liberty, democracy, freedom,
capitalism, and equality in 1781,
1861, 1863, 1877, and 1957,
respectively, could not have been
achieved without some degree of
violence. Professor Gae's work
does not attempt to assign
blame or place a moral value on
events, but to situate violence
within the familiar American
narrative and understand not
only its origins, but the chief
actors in the story of violence
within American history.
Within the newly militarized
American colonies, especially
Massachusetts, the ideology was
to develop a force which could be
called up and disbanded whenever needed (an attempt to
counter their fears of a standing
army). This would not last. The
resolutions of the Massachusetts
legislature, laying out provisions
for the arming of the colony as
well as urging towns to contribute resources and manpow-

er, not only demonstrate the
democratization of violence, but
also competing concepts of consent. In these early years, the
Massachusetts force had no
rigid hierarchical structure like
the British military except for
the directive that soldiers would
elect their own officers. This
would prove disastrous, and
though the notion of consent in
military matters is present from
the earliest moments of the
American state it would not last
in this context. Military historian Paul Lockhart described the
American solder in 1775 as "an
armed tourist, who did as they
pleased and went where they
pleased." Out of the solutions
grew the formally structured
Continental Army, of which
George Washington would command.
Fascinatingly, when the
Continental Congress created its
formal army, they were concerned with temporality and
authority; it was not long before
this act that they themselves
were laying out their grievances
with a standing army. To combat
this, violence began to be characterized as a "defensive right." As
Abigail Adams said, "Hence it
becomes necessary for the humble and quiet, the meek and inof·
fensive, to turn their attention to
the art of war; And while they
breath the pacific spirit of the
gospel, furnish themselves with
the instrument of slaughter.
This is requisite in order to pre·
serving themselves in property
from the hands of violence... The
principles of self preservation
prove it lawful, the voice of reason claims it expedient, and the
law of God demands it as a
duty."
Others adopted a more natu·
ralistic, or less moral and legal·
istic, explanation for the advent

of violence, inspired by John
Locke and Thomas Hobbs. They
proposed that the collapse of the
relationship
between
the
colonies and the British state
was a step towards the disasso·
ciation found in the natural
world, where the default rela·
tionship was violence.
George Washington was the
man around which competing
theories of the role of violence
crystalized. Being from Virginia,
Washington represented a unify·
ing force when placed at the
head
of
the
largely
Massachusetts-based
Continental Army.
Giving examples of military
leadership
and
discipline
throughout his life, Professor
Gae stated that Washington "is
somebody who is operating within
the
strictures
of
violence ... within the time, but he
is always on the radically violent
end of the spectrum." Though
Washington embraced the demo·
cratic ideal (albeit one kept in
check), he also believed violence
was the best way to produce
results in the military context
among large numbers of people.
He ran a spy ring which he kept
secret from Congress, and
financed many undertakings
independently while out on campaign. He also brought a new
discipline to the Continental
forces, imposing more traditional. and more functional, stand·
ing orders. Yet, Washington's
public persona was stellar,
always portrayed with a sword,
sometimes a cannon, and often
in uniform. There is much more
to George Washington's persona,
public image, and at times ruth·
less action, and he came to
embody the revolutionary strug·
gle, justified in doctrine and
tempered in violence.
The lens through which the

lecture continued to examine
origins of violence in the modern
narrative can be the 1781
mutiny of the Continental Army.
It represents a turning point in
the American discourse. The
irony
of
the
American
Revolution, of course, is that the
colonists created their own violent state in order to oppose
what they perceived had become
the British violent state. When
does this become acceptable and
how is it understood?
Once the colonists began to
see the occupying British force
as an invading and unwelcome
army, their opposition to violence dissolved, as things like a
violent state and a standing
army were soon seen as the tools
of revolution. After the 1781
mutiny, with 1,300 troops who
had not been paid, sufficiently
clothed, or fed, Washington brokered a deal between them and
Congress. This trend of punish·
ment would continue throughout the Revolution.
What emerged from the 1781
mutiny was the aforementioned
move from consent to obedience
by organized forces, and serves
as a marker which continues to
frame the Revolutionary era and
ultimately the Constitution
itself. The American Revolution
is often cited as the birth of cer·
tain themes and proclivities in
American culture, but it is
important to remember that
often many violent tendencies
emerged from an original desire
to preserve democratic ideals.
Professor Gae is the American
Studies Director and Associate
Professor in the History
Department, and teaches courses in nearly every aspect of the
19th century United States,
including slavery, violence,
music, Civil War, and race relations.

Ferris women's locker room renovations to be completed in May
NICOLE SINNO '17
STAFF WRITER

Here at Trinity, athletics
seem to play a large and important role, with over half of the
student body participating in a
sport. A member of the NCAA
Division III, the New England
Small
College
Athletic
Conference, the Eastern College
Athletic Conference, the New
England Wrestling Association,
and the College Squash
Association, Trinity College has
had a rich history of athletic
success beginning in the mid1850s. Trinity's Men's Squash
team has consecutively won 11
intercollegiate titles and thus
has the longest winning streak
with over 200 victories in a row.
Trinity's Ferris Athletic
Center, a popular hub for students, is a crucial a nd central
part of the athletic pr ograms at
Trinity, including the George A.
Kelner Squash Center, the Ray
Oosting
Gymnasium,
the
Natatorium, Friends of Trinity
Rowing Boathouse, and the

popular Anne G. and Richard J .
Hazelton Fitness Center.
Recently, Trinity College h as
stated that major renovations
will be occurring. According to
the update, the locker rooms in
the Ferris Athletic Center will
be soon undergoing a "multiphased renovation."
Both
mens' and womens' locker
rooms, along with laundry facilities, will be refurbished and
modernized with a crucial
emphasis on increased sustain·
ability.
"From the start of the project
we felt a responsibility, not only
to the College, but also as good
environmental citizens, to try to
reduce our energy footprint,"
stated Director of Athletics
Mike Renwick. ''We chose more
environmental ·friendly fixtures
where
t ime
a nd
budget
allowed."
In February of 2010, Trinity
College hired Mike Renwick to
lead the athletics program as
the fourth director of athletics
in the past 75 years. Renwick
joined Trinity from Joh n

Hopkins University, where he
worked as the senior associate
director of athletics from 2005
to 2010. Prior to working at
Johns Hopkins University,
Renwick served in a variety of
roles at Ferrum College in
Virginia and Rhodes College in
Tennessee.
President James F. Jones, Jr.
said, "Our search committee
was impressed with Mike's
administrative experience at
Johns Hopkins. Even more
compelling, we saw how well he
embraced our dual emphasis on
academic and ath letic excel·
lence. His leadership, his energy, and his character will be
very strong influences on the
mission and vision of our entire
athletic program, and we will
look to him with confidence to
continue the great tradition of
Trinity athletics. We are quite
thrilled to welcome Mike to
Trinity."
"I am extremely honored to
have t h e opportunity to work
with a team of bright, talented,
and committed coaches, admin·

istrators, students, and alumni
to further Trinity's success and
storied tradition," Renwick
said.
Renwick will also be involved
with the Ferris renovations.
The project team looked at
amenities such as shower, laun·
dry, energy-consuming lighting,
and long hours of operation to
find ways to be more efficient in
energy consumption. Along
with a new HVAC system, these
are the facilities that face
immediate impact in the renovations.
''We've reduced our water
and energy usage and chemical
consumption and the clothes
are just as clean if not cleaner,"
said Environmental Health and
Safety and Sustainability
Assistant
for
Ara ma rk
Ma n a gement Services Kira
Sargen t. Supervising Trinity's
facilities operation, Sargent
believes that this is the optimal
way to maintain the quality of
life at Trinity while also reduc·
ing water and energy consump·
tion and expensive operational

cost s. "It's a smart long-term
investment allowing us to con tinue investing in such initia·
tives," she said.
As of now, renovations are
planned to be completed in May.
The women's locker room will
be equipped with a water bottle
filling station, which will hopefully eliminate the high usage
of plastic bottles. Both locker
rooms will have new faucets
and showerheads in efforts to
reduce water consumption ''by
approximately 20 percent,"
according to Trinity College.
Renovations will also include
upgraded team rooms for inseason athletes and climate·
controlled spaces.
"Thus far we have been able
to meet all of our project goals
and stay relatively on schedule," Renwick said. "We are
planning to open a new, mor e
energy-efficient part of Ferris to
t h e entire commu nity next aca·
demic year and are hopeful the
upgraded spaces will attract
many more students, faculty
and staff to Ferris."
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Panel discussion reveals the ineffectiveness of terrorist groups
CAROLINE HARIRI '17
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

This past Friday, Feb. 21
Trinity College hosted a
Political Science Terrorism
Panel Discussion. Assistant
Professor of Political Science
Reo Matsuzaki introduced the
discussion's two speakers,
Assistant Professor of Political
Science at Boston College
Peter Krause and Assistant
Professor of Public Policy in
the Department of Political
Science
at
Northeastern
University Max Abrahms.
Abrahms began his presentation by talking about his
recent trip to the West Bank
where he heard two different
voices of concern from both
sides of the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict. He explained how a
strategic model that he studied
claimed that "groups turn to
terrorism for the strategic utility most effective for achieving
their
political
demands."
Abrahms then connected this
model with the Israeli·
Palestinian conflict.
Abrahms explained that terrorism is very much correlated
with political failure, which
shows that this tactic is actually counterproductive. He said
that, "Governments are less
likely to grant concession to a
group that uses terrorism."
This is a fact that has been
apparent to various govern·
ments throughout history.
-Even attacking military or
government targets, such as
guerrilla attacks, are more
effective than attacking civilian targets.
In fact , terrorists pay a
much greater price when they
attack civilian targets . For
example, Jihad Syrians have
suffered much more criticism

and lost much more support
since they blew up civilians,
which he says was the same
for Al Queda. These civilian
attacks become much more
counterproductive to the cause
of their attack, and they end
up losing more support rather
than gaining it.
Abrahms' research today
revolves around the puzzle of
terrorism in regards to the
costliness. He is looking to see
why terrorism is used if
involves such a high cost and
risk. His organizational theory
is based off the fact that these
militant groups are lacking a
true leader, and this leadership deficit causes groups to
turn to terrorism. In these situations, Abrahms explained
that lower members then start
to have a higher incentive
because "incentives for terrorism are inversely related to
membership position." Thus,
the foot agents start to follow
these four patterns: they have
less exposure to asymmetric
conflict, have fewer organiza tional resources, outbid higher
members to ascend and are
more likely to have lost loved
ones in conflict, causing more
"emotional investment."
Peter Krause then presented his ideas on the effectiveness of terrorism. Krause
began the presentation by
explaining some of the current
terror events happening today,
such as the controversies
between Fatas and Hamas, as
well as Assad in Syria. He
questioned these groups' tactics to achieving unity and
wondered whether a united or
a fragmented government was
better, to which he answered:
neither.
Krause argues that these
groups
are
unsuccessful

COURTESY OF Will Morrison '14
Professors Max Abrahms and Peter Krause discussed the counterproductivity of terrorist groups in Friday's panel discussion.

because they both lack a distribution of power. He believes
that, "the power structure of a
movement system drives its
success, and the hierarchy of a
movement drives the actions of
its group." These arguments
can be found in the central
idea that, "Where you stand is
where you sit." The standing
position is based on strategic
success and the use of violence,
and the sitting position is
based on the movement in the
hierarchy.
Terrorism is a controversial .
and sensitive topic, especially
in our advanced technological
era. Abrahm and Krause's theories have many similarities,
but also very intricate differences. For one thing, the definition of terrorism differs
between the two: Abrahms
believes that terrorism is civil-

ian targeting, while Krause
believes that terrorism is political violence. Also, the two differ in which category the political
effectiveness
lies:
Abrahms believes terrorism is
strategic, while Krause finds it
strategic as well as organizational. The two studied different groups: Abrahms analyzed
single groups, while Krause
studied groups within movements. Those small details of
analyzing terrorism affect the
larger ones, such as the
explanatory variable fon;effoc- 1
tiveness-Abrahm's
target
selection versus Krause's distribution of power, and the
explanatory variable for violence-the social solidarity
and leadership decapitation
suggested by Abrahm, and the
organizational strength and
group position suggested by

Krause.
The intention of the panel,
as explained by Professor
Matsuzaki, was to encourage a
debate between Krause and
Abrahms, rather than two separate presentations followed
by
student
questions.
However,
based
on
the
specifics of their research, it
seemed like a debate would
have been much harder to
develop, because both panelists agreed on so many of the
causes and effects of terrorism .
.millh.a e1o1enn 1boou.ght "to• ife
some very interesting points
that helped the audience
decide whether or not terrorism is effective.
Both Professor Abrahms
and Professor Krause have
done an enormous amount of
research studying the causes
and the effects of terrorism.

Trinsitions helps incoming first years find their niche at Trinity
ALI TUCCI '16
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

It's no secret that the transition between high school and
college is a difficult and confusing time in most people's lives.
Academic, extracurricular, and
personal expectations are all
heightened from the moment
students begin their college
careers. Even Trinity, with its
comfortable size, close-knit
campus, and overall welcoming
atmosphere, can feel overwhelming for freshmen who
are trying to find their place in
the somewhat unfamiliar setting. Classes bring about new
challenges, meeting people and
finding friends can be awkward and stressful, and creating the stereotypical home
away from home is not always
that simple.
Thankfully, this year here at
Trinity, a group of sophomores
started a freshmen outreach
program called Trinsitions.
The program is essentially an
outlet for new freshmen at
Trinity to discover places here
_ on campus and become more
comfortable with the ups and

downs of college life through
fun bonding experiences with
their fellow classmates, as well
as mentorship from older
Trinity students. Trinsitions
focuses on many typical first
year struggles, such as figuring
out what extracurricular activities to join, venting about
stressful
and
demanding
schoolwork, or just branching
out and meeting new people.
According to Molly Mann '16
and Gwen Beal '16, two of the
sophomore leaders of the program, ''Trinsitions is a student
organization of peer advisors
intended to assist first years at
Trinity College with both the
adjustment to a
college
lifestyle as well as acclimating
them to the campus and
greater Hartford community.
The idea of the program is for
first years to be able to find
their niche at Trinity."
In other words, Mann and
Beal, along with a group of
other student leaders who are
part of Trinsitions, took it as
their responsibility to create a
program that reaches out to
any and all Trinity first years
in order to make their adjust-

ments as smooth as possible.
"Gwen felt strongly about
creating this organization
because she realizes that the
transition from high school to
college is a big one. She hopes
to make this process easier and
more enjoyable for first years,"
says Mann. Perhaps this is
what is so comforting and welcoming about Trinsitions: the
students who recognized that
such a program needed to exist
at Trinity all experienced similar obstacles during their first
year at Trinity.
"Some of us had a tough
transition our first year. We
sometimes felt isolated and
bored. Others of us did not
have as difficult a transition,
but still recognize this as an
important opportunity for first
years to feel more at home,"
explains Beal. The founders of
Trinsitions have dedicated
their time to making sure first
year students are not alone
throughout the challenging
process. Furthermore, Beal
shares that the team of leaders
who make up Trinsitions "are
involved in different extracurricular activities and are pur-

suing different majors, making
us a unique and dynamic group
that all students can relate to."
The fact that the leaders of
Trinsitions make up an eclectic
and diverse group of students
only adds to the sense of
friendliness that makes the
organization so successful.
Rather than the formality
that is often associated with
mentor relationships between
students and faculty members,
Trinsitions prides itself on a
much more comfortable and
relatable advisory model.
Given the fact that Trinsitions
is a program in which older
Trinity students advise Trinity
first years, the organization is
first and foremost a means for
new students to meet other
students who are possibly
experiencing similar difficulties during their transition
processes. In terms of some of
the activities that members of
Trinsitions are free to take part
in, Mann and Beal explain,
"We hold weekly events, some
nights on campus and some off.
Some events include Trivia
Night at the Vernon Social
Center, dinners off campus, XL

Center events, ice-skating at
Bushnell
Park,
etc."
Trinsitions takes mentoring
one step further through incorporating social events that are
meant to function as icebreakers and initiate friendships
within the members of the program.
Looking forward, Mann
explains that, "Trinsitions only
began this school year, so it is
still in the process of being
developed. Our hope is that
students are able to meet different people in their cass, get
off campus, and experience
more of what Trinity has to
offer." The leaders of the organization plan on expanding the
activities and opportunities
within Trinsitions' realm of
possibilities, and, "we are also
open to students who have concerns that they want expressed
and addressed, as we are
liaisons between students and
faculty," Mann added. The
leaders of Trinsitions would
like to add that if first years
want to be a part of the organ·
ization, it is not to late to join
and to please contact them at
Trinsitions@gmail.com.
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Trendy Trinity: Callan Vessels '15 shares her secrets to great style
CAROLINE PICERNE '15
CONTRIBUTING WRJTER

always like to look put together,"
Vessels said.
I think people need to take Callan's
lead when getting dressed for classes.
I know that we all sit in classrooms,
take notes, and don't really look at
what drapes over one another's body,
but dressing with style can make each
day more exciting.
For Vessels, it's all about planning
ahead and having a "go to look." "I
usually plan my outfits before I go to
bed, but when I am in a rush I just
throw on something simple like jeans
and a cute top," says Vessels.
She makes it sound so effortless,
and it is once you get the hang of it. I
know that for some, fashion isn't
important and that image isn't everything, but the time it takes to push a
comb through your hair and put on
something that shows your body exists
takes less than five minutes. Set the
alarm a little early and try it out! Even
for class, Vessels says, "A cozy sweater,
jeans, and flats is a go to when I don't
plan. It's always freezing in classrooms so it always works out."
For those who love clothes, closets
serve as their proof of dedication. I
personally have my favorites: AG black
jeans, Tory Burch short black boots,
my grey leather jacket, and an assortment of LNA v-neck t-shirts. Vessels

COURTESY OF Callan Vessels '15
Callan Vessels '15 loves her monogrammed tote.

has her favorite items too. "I couldn't
live without my J Brand jeans, camo
sweater, ASHA long pendant necklace,
fur jacket, Stuart Weitzman knee high
boots, my Dolce Vita black booties (for
the winter), and then in warm weather, a cute sundress and either wedges
or gladiator sandals." Vessels has it
covered from season to season and
knows how to put her outfits together
for any occasion.
COURTESY OF Callan Vessels '15
When going out at night, Callan
Callan Vessels '15 looks stylish while in California.
chooses her signature piece, her croptops. She feels confident at night in a
For some Trinity College students
cute flowing top, blue or black jeans,
fashion doesn't come easy. For some,
and boots." She makes sure she
fashion isn't even a thought, and that's
always has a least five bracelets on
okay, but for others like myself and
one wrist at a time and doesn't leave
Callan Vessels '15, fashion is what
the house without a tube of lip-gloss in
.,makes the., Lw.OrkL .go round. I go.t.,, a; u,
·hand. n:x '
chance to catch up with Callan and
Although dressing for everyday is
ask her a few questions that help
fun for Vessels, it is fancy events that
guide her choices in fashion.
really get her excited to shop; "My
When I look around the campus I
favorite articles of clothing are my
immediately see what people are weardresses, so I love shopping for formals
ing. For me, clothes are what come
and nice events. I try to find dresses
easily. I know how to throw together
that no one· has seen yet. Depending
an outfit last minute whether it's for a
on the event, I like to get a little sassy
friend or me. Callan Vessels feels the
with my outfit! I tend to go for dresssame. I started with something simple,
es that are fitted and festive."
"What do you think of when you get
COURTESY OF www.multivu.prnewswire.com Everyone has a style that they lean
dressed?" "Looking cute and stylish. I Callan Vessels '15 wears perfume from Bond No.9. towards and want to see more of.

Callan hopes this spring will be full of
bright and vibrant colors and "definitely more midriff exposure"
With seasons changing and trends
coming and going, it's important to
have something that you can always
rely on. For Vessels, she thinks a little
black dress is a must have and I couldn't agree more. You never know when
something will come up like a formal,
a dinner, a family event. With an everchanging social calendar, a little black
dress is always great to own. If you
don't have one yourself, at least know
someone in your dorm who does!
Ladies on this campus must be prepared and always ready to get a little
fun and sassy.
The advice Vessels gives to other
students at Trinity College is simple,
"try and sass it up, and try not to be as
preppy." Breaking the fashion trends
can be tough but that's what true fashionistas are for! Have fun with it!

COURTESY OF Callan Vessels '15
Callan Vessels' 15 interned with Oscar de la Renta.

Lara Abiona '16 shares her experience as a minority at Trinity
LARA ABIONA '16
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

I have recently discovered that
when you deviate from the normative
culture in terms of race, gender, class,
sexual orientation and so forth, you are
more likely to feel the constraints of the
said culture. As an African-American
woman, I do not have the privilege of
naturally blending into Trinity's dominant demographic of preppy, affluent,
Caucasian students. I am likely to be
ostracized if I do not conform to a
Eurocentric standard of beauty. I am
twice as likely to be invisible, so I must
innovate a way to make myself heard
without perpetuating stereotypes of
being the "angry Black woman" when
standing up for myself or speaking passionately in a classroom discussion.
However, I see my marginalization not
as a hindrance but as a challenge to
reclaim my right to simply be. Being a
Black woman on campus is certainly a
challenge for many reasons; however, I
see it as a healthy challenge that motivates me to transcend my environment
in order to find my peace and to hopefully liberate others who suffer in
silence.
Having two identities in which I am

not in a position of systematic privilege-Black as opposed to White, and
female as opposed to male-compels me
to be extremely aware of myself as both
an African-American and a female. I
think of race and gender unilaterally as
well as intersectionally. In terms of
race, I have always been an underrepresented demographic. In elementary
school, I was the only African-American
in my entire graduating class. However,
growing up in an environment in which
my identity was not well represented
led me to form my identity in a very
individualistic sense. As I grew up, I
noticed some boundaries, such as overcoming the stereotype threat of being
the only African-American in AP courses with mostly Asian and Jewish students, and speaking with confidence in
male-dominated classrooms. These
boundaries were accompanied by my
desire to break free from these
attempts to marginalize me, so as to
access my full potential. Although it felt
triumphant, it was a very lonely battle.
At Trinity College, the boundaries are
more blatant and are accompanied by
sheer bigotry and parochialism. Racial
discrimination on this camp':l~ ranges
from racial profiling by Campus Safety
. officers to denying admittance into fra -

ternity parties that have apparently
"reached capacity" while a group of
White girls are immediately let in. On
one occasion, I was out with a friend on
my way to the Umoja House on Vernon
Street when a large group of people
were on their way back from Crow, and
one White male, who I believe was very
intoxicated, looked directly at us and
started chanting "White People! White
People!" The tone in his voice emphasized his feelings of superiority and a
deep passion to ostracize me simply
because of my skin color.
Gender discrimination at Trinity
also creates barriers. The patriarchal
design of the social climate sometimes
makes me feel as though I must shrink
in order to be accepted. There are classes in which I was one of the dominant
speakers in classroom discussion and I
felt that some of my classmates, both
male and female, disapproved of me
taking up so much space. As a feminist,
it is especially hard to overcome this
boundary without being seen as too
radical. It requires a level of comfort
that I aspire to reach yet have not quite
grasped at this point of my life.
Each identity on its own presents
obstacles, but the combination gives me
even more of a challenge. There are

many people at this school with multiple identities that deviate from the normative "Trin" culture who are also on
the journey to find their peace. It is
these members of the community that
give me the strength to continue the
fight to be myself. I know that I am not
alone.

COURTESY OF Lara Abiona '16
Lara Abiona '16 looks to break racial boundaries.
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At Trinity and around the world: Winter break spent in Ghana
ESTHER SHITTU '17
STAFF WRITER

Winter Vacation. A time when most
people are glad the stress of the fall
season is over. While many Trinity students spend time with their family and
friends throughout the break, Miriam
Atuya '16 decided to something else-pump water. Atuya is a member of the
African Development Coalition (ADC)
at Trinity. During one of the ADC's
meetings, she met Kate Clopeck who
came to speak with the group about her
organization called Community Water
Solutions.
Kate Clopeck and Vanessa Green,
both engineers, began water solutions
when they beca me aware that Ghana's
water problems are not due to lack of
technology but from inability to meet
basic needs. They created Community
Water Solutions in 2008 with the goal

COURTESY O F Esther Shirru '17
Atuya experienced many of Ghana's traditions

of "empower[ing] women to launch sustainable water businesses." This program also benefits society and is structured to give women empowerment in
their patriarchal societies. This project
opens up employment opportunities for
women who need a job, or a second
source of income. Using their
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
education to launch the program,
Clopeck and Green have seen nothing
but success in their project.
After hearing about Community
Water Solutions, Atuya knew that it
was something she wanted to get
involved in. She states, "I am interested in [the] social innovations in Africa
and their roles toward development,
both economically and environmentally." Atuya was also drawn by the program's effort to provide employment for
the women in Ghana. Having done an
internship in Aerobe for safe affordable
healthcare, working with Community
Water Solutions aligned right along
with her interests.
However, due to the costs of the program she needed to fundraise. She
planned to ask for small donations
from people and slowly gather the
required amount. However, having
heard about the program only a month
before it began, fundraising proved to
be a challenge. She says, "In addition
to just putting up an online site and
asking people to donate, I also reached
out to departments in Trinity that
shared a similar mission .. .it helped
quite a lot in fundraising."
Prior to going to Ghana, Atuya had
some expecta tions . "Having done ...
community development work prior to
Trinity and even after coming to
Trinity ... I thought it [would] be challenging but it turned out pretty well."
After arriving in Ghana, she was given
the opportunity to man a project where

was not.
Experiencing the struggle that
women in Ghana face of fetching water
walking a mile or two away from their
homes and having with it, proved to be
a powerful moment for Atuya.
When the program came to an end,
Atuya felt happy but sad. The project
had been a success and the women she
had worked had taken a special place
within her life. She also came to highly
admire the intelligence of the women
who she had trained to keep the water
clean. Having only been in Ghana for
three weeks, Atuya was surprised at all
the special connections she had managed to create in the short time period.
However, knowing Atuya, being back at
school will not keep her from fulfilling
her goals and plans, instead she will do
whatever she can to make sure others
are obtaining the resources they need.

COURTESY OF Esther Shirru ' 17
Atuya helped many in Ghana pump clean water.

they would be testing the dirty water
in the dug-out and cleaning it. This
was all part of a process to ensure that
residents had clean water to use. To do
this, the participants of the program
also trained two women, who had been
selected by the community, on how to
maintain the water clean.
From this experience, Atuya
believes that, "The most important
thing is stepping into the shoes of the
women and seeing what they're doing.
You're able to achieve a greater cause if
you actually step into someone's shoes
as opposed to viewing them from an
outside angle." While in Ghana, Atuya
had the opportunity to fetch water and
try to place it on her head, which
seemed easy, but she quickly found it

COURTESY OF Esther Shirru '17
Atuya taught women how to keep clean water.

Food Dudes: Umi offers a unique twist to a traditional dinner
BETTINA GONZALEZ '16
STAFF WRITER

After a long hectic week of classes,
work, and other of life's relentless madness, it's nice to do something fun and
spontaneous and just a little bit guilty.
That's how I would describe how a friend
and I first decided to check out Umi Sushi
+ Tapas in Blue Back Square; we had had
a long week and just needed to get away
from campus. Without our own means of
t ransportation, of course, this was a little
problematic. So despite having strolled
through all the customary spots in
Westfarms and Blue Back numerous
t imes, we decided to just take the off-campus shuttle and head over there with the
usual herd. Following the crowd has
never been my thing. It's more like a
guilty pleasure. In any normal circumstance, I would not be writing about a
typical food joint that maybe half of this
campus has been to. But then, I stopped
and considered the other half - those of
you who maybe have not gone, those of
you who have not taken the time to take
the off-campus shuttle on Saturdays and
visited Blue Back, those of you too stubborn or afraid to partake in a little guilty
pleasure. I say: suck it up because you are
missing out on a pretty damn good thing.
Getting off the shuttle, we walked
over to U mi and, as expected, ran into a
few other Trinners. The waiting area was
full as always, so we had to wait maybe
15 or so minutes before getting seated. As
my friend and I waited, we looked around
the busy little gastropub trying to figure
out how it worked. Umi Sushi + Tapas is
a kaiten style restaurant and bar. Kaiten

COURTESY OF www.events.ct.com
Umi not only provides delciously made sushi but also greets guests with a modern environment.

refers to the conveyor belt way of getting
sushi and other delicious food around to
the diners. I had only been to one once
before and quite frankly, I didn't even
know that conveyor belt sushi was actually a thing everywhere. Luckily, when
we were seated, our server was there to
explain all the kinks to dining in their
restaurant. On th e conveyor belt are
plates with different colored rings; the
colors represent the prices of each dish
and you can find those prices listed all
over the restaurant walls and menu.
Because Umi can get busy and crowded,
each table has a set of buttons that you

can push asking for different kinds of
services - refills, busing, and check.
Besides the sushi, U mi also has a full
menu to order from. Not surprisingly, I
was hungry and so was my friend, so we
ordered from the menu in addition to
having the conveyor belt sushi. Service
was a little slow (though I think they did
that on purpose) and we ended up picking
up a few plates of sushi and rolls from the
belt. There was one instance when we
were eating a simple tuna roll and this
beautiful decadent plate of spicy lobster
roll passed by. We stared at it baffled as it
made its way across from us. Quick! Grab

it! Too late. That particular plate was on
the pricier end so we decided to skimp on
the sushi and just wait for it to come
back. We waited and waited and waited.
Tuna rolls passed by, Philadelphia rolls, a
plate of chocolate mousse cake, some
shrimp t empura rolls, buffalo chicken
rolls, more tuna rolls - at that point, my
friend and I thought it was over. We
missed our chance. But as soon as we
almost gave our hopes up, there it was.
Quickly scampering, we grabbed our
prize. All I can say is that it was well
worth the wait. One piece was a mouthful
itself, the mixture of flavors and texture
was on point, and if I hadn't been on a
budget I would have happily spent the
night eating nothing but several plates of
it.
But we were on a budget and still
hungry. When our server finally
returned, both of us ordered the U mi
Ramen, a soup made with spicy miso
soup, fried chicken, poached egg, corn,
scallions, and toasted seaweed. As typical
college students, I don't know why in Sam
Hill we needed more ram.en in our life;
but to be honest, this was actually the
first time we had real ram.en (as real as it
could get). It tasted flavorful, like it actually had some semblance of nutritional
value! All in all, the best part of that
meal, I think, was watching my friend
struggle as sh e tried to eat with chopsticks. Next time the Saturday off-campus shuttle is running, consider going to
U mi. Right in the center of Blue Back
Square, this little gem is a great guilty
pleasure spot for a college student on a
budget.

ARTS
The Trinity Tripod

The Mill hosts a variety of bands at Saturday's KickDrums event
KRISTINA RUTH '15
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Do you want to find a way to
get involved with your artistic
side? Do you enjoy music, poetry,
dance, painting, or drawing?
The Mill is a club on campus
that embraces many students'
talents and supports their passion for the arts. It allows them
to explore their interest in activities such as music programming, studio recording, and
dancing. Each week, The Mill
hosts an array of events such as
student art exhibitions, open
mic nights, and concerts to unite
the campus through our shared
interest in the world of arts.
Students can also celebrate their
peer's artisitc achievements.
The Mill is well known for their
concerts that introduce student
bands from on and off campus,
ranging in different genres of
music. In the past, bands such
as The Cool Kids, Big Digits,
French Horn Rebellion, and
Freelance Whales, have played
on our campus.

This past Saturday night,
The Mill was packed for the
opening of their Kickdrum
event. Students eagerly waited
in anticipation for performances
by three bands: the Kickdrums,
BFA,
and
the
Woolly
Mammoths. Each of the bands
offered a different and unique
style, which drew in more and
more people with different
tastes and preferences in music.
The Woolly Mammoths, an
instrumental acoustic band from
New Hampshire, started the
night as the opening act. They
set the melody for the night, getting everyone excited about thier
music as they played upbeat
songs that had the entire crowd
dancing in front of the stage. At
one point during their performance, all the students in the
crowd had their hands up in the
air and were swaying back and
forth, matching to the beat of the
songs. The crowd seemed to be
very pleased with the band's performance, ''I loved when they
played the song, ''I bet you look
good on the dance floor," stated

an audience member to a friend.
''I was impressed at how they
drew in the crowd right from the
beginning, usually takes a few
songs for the crowd to get
involved," said one attendee. ''I
think they have a lot of potential! I hope they come back to
perform at the Mill!" was a comment made by many in attendance.
The second performace was
by BFA, Bachelor's of Fine Art.
They are a power-pop band from
New York City. Their style of
music gives off a 1970's and
1980's post-punk vibe. Their performance consisted of all original songs. They are best known
for their song "Skytanic," which
was released in April 2013. One
anonymous student stated that
the group's "energy engaged the
crowd and had the entire room
singing along. I like that their
music was all originals. I hadn't
heard of this band until tonight
but now I'm going to check out
more of this music." Another student raved, ''I liked that their
music was completely different

from the other two bands playing tonight. It gives me the
opportunity to appreciate a few
different playing styles all in the
same night!" BFA has their own
website, bfatheband.com, with a
list of their songs as well as their
upcoming concert schedule.
Last, but certainly not least,
the KickDrums got on stage to
preform. They are an indie rock
band from Brooklyn, New York.
Alex Fitts, head of the
KickDrums, joined forces with
his friend Matt Pentilla to
explore the art behind electronic
music. Their band is well known
for cross-genre songs that combine elements of current genres
as well a new genre of music
that will gain more popularity as
electronic music becomes more
mainstream. They also had an
original set list and many students loved their performance of
the song "Colors." Trinity students were eager for their performance saying, ''I've heard a
few of their songs online and I
really like their style. I've never
listened to a lot of cross-genre

music before, but concerts like
these at The Mill continue to
expand my perspective on the
various music styles out there."
Another concert goer remarked
that, "Their performance was
great, upbeat, and definitely
worth coming to watch." When
asked what they thought of the
KickDrums, after their final performance of the night, the entire
crowd erupted into applause.
The Kickdrum's music and
schedule of upcoming events can
be found on the website, thekickdrums.com.
The event was quite a success judging by the packed
house and delighted students.
There will be more upcoming
events like this at The Mill in
the weeks to come. Thanks to all
The Mill members for putting
this event together and exposing
the Trinity to campus to all the
amazing bands that preformed.
If students are interested in
exploring an interest in the arts
they should consider . joining,
and even performing, at The
Mill!

Photography Club provides creative outlet for students
KRISTINA XIE '14
ARTS EDITOR

interest on campus. As
Morrison and Jackson sat at
tables outside of Mather during
There are numerous clubs on dinner, many students came to
campus promoting student inquire about the photographs
engagement inside and outside displayed on the table. From
the classroom. From communi- black and white pictures to
ty orient ated volunteer oppor- abstract images, the unique
tunities to calligraphy club, style of photography was
there is something for everyone intriguing. This display was
on campus. For students who just a taste of what members
can't find a club that speaks to will experience and learn from
their interests, they have attending their weekly meetchance to start one. That is ings.
exactly what William Morrison
Since Morrison and Jackson
'14 and Trenton Jackson '15 understand that students are
did. This semester they started at varying degrees in their phothe
Trinity
College tography skills, the club is
Photography Club (TCPC) open to everyone, regardless of
based on their common hobby: experience level. They can ask
taking pictures. The duo origi- questions and exchange knowlnally met during June Days, edge about the how-to's of phobefore their official arrival as tography and learn several
freshmen on campus, and new techniques. Morrison and
instantly became friends. They Jackson will also provide
still remain close friends and equipment, but any camera can
were roommates during their be used.
time at Trinity, and decided on
"The best camera is the one
you carry with you at all
a whim to start the club.
''We figured, why not," stated times," revealed Jackson. For
Morrison, whose photographs many students, this means our
a re used by the Tripod in vari- smartphones. You do not need a
ous issu es. Gaurav Toor '14, sophisticated and expensive
who serves on the social chair camera to call yourself a phoposition, encouraged the for- tographer. In today's world, a
mation of the club. All three smartphone is all you need to
member s h a ve been close capture priceless moments.
frie nds thoughout their time at With social media and picture
Trinity. The Photography Club, posts, everyone can appreciate
which will meet on Sundays in the importance of brushing up
Gallows Hill at 5:30 p .m. , aims on their photography skills.
t o teach students how to t ake
The club has three main
pictures
a nd
edit
with objectives and functions as an
Photoshop. The club pla ns to extracurricular activity on
tak e trips to Boston and New campus. First, they want to use
York City to visit galleries and the club as a space for Trinity
also to give members the oppor- students to learn about photogtunity to take pictures in new raphy. Second, the club will act
surroundings. The club has as an agency. If any other
already generated a lot of organization needs photos of

their events the TCPC will provide photographers for this
service. This symbiotic relationship gives members the
opportunity to practice their
skills and give clubs the candid
shots they need. Lastly, photographers will be able to exhibit
their work at the end of each
semester. This will happen at a
gallery showing where members can showcase and share
their photos and the progress
they have made throughout the
semester with their friends and
professors.
"This club will become the
center of photos on campus,"
stated Morrison. Each session,
the two photographers will
have planned teaching workshops to teach members the
tricks of the trade. However, if
members have a specific idea of

what they want to focus on,
Morrison and Jackson are more
than willing to assist them by
teaching them the necesarry
techniques. While they· are not
professional photographers,
they both have had photography experience that began in
high school. Jackson, a studio
arts major and a Hartford
native, became fascinated with
cinematography during his
sophomore year in high school.
Similarly to his former roommate, Morrison developed this
hobby during his junior year of
high school after he bought his
first camera. Since then, they
have continued to develop their
skill set and versatility as photographers.
During the club's meeting,
new members were given their
first homework assignment:

take as many pictures as your
can using the 3x3 grid system,
smartphones included. Jackson
pulled up his extensive portfolio, showing examples of how
the grid system makes the picture more interesting to the
eye. Experienced and amateur
photographers are ·urged to
explore this technique using
the campus surroundings and
people as their subjects.
Photographs will be accumulated and shared in the club's
next meeting.
"Join photography club! You
won't regret it, I promise,"
exclaimed Morrison. With
Trinity's
expanding
and
vibrant art scene, this club will
enhance the artistic climate on
campus. So join the club and
tell the community what your
photos say about you!

COURTESY OF Kristina Xie '16
C urrent members and founders of the Photography club, Trinity's newest addition to the extracirrcular scene on campus.
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Students and local talent perform at .Love Jones poetry slam
ZANIYYAH ASHBEY '16
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

This past Saturday night,
Feb. 22 Trinity Students witnessed and participated in
Love Jones: Poetry Slam &
Talent Showcase. Love Jones
is one of the staple events for
Trinity
College's
Black
Student Union, Imani. Even
though the event was held
after Valentine's Day, the love
did not stop being the theme of
Imani's poetry slam and showcase.
The event featured singing,
music, dancing, and poetry
performed by on-campus talent. Love Jones also featured
local talent and invited a
keynote poet, L. NuNu Smith,
to come and perform.

Imani transformed the
Terrace rooms in Mather Hall
from a room fit for a seminar
into a warm and homey space
.with dimmed lighting, candles, and rose petals. "The
ambiance of the room was
romantic, from the lights, to
the music that set the mood.
The space was transformed
and it was really nice to see,"
said Spencer Hugo Vidal '17
The majority of the performance came from Trinity
students. The event was enjoyable for both the audience as
well as the performers. Devan
Suggs '17 elaborated on this
experience, stating that, "As a
performer it was a great experience, I don't usually perform
poetry, but I glad I tried it out.
Hopefully I'll be able to partic-

ipate in more things like this.
It was also pretty impressive
to see how much on campus
talent there is in the student
body."
Other student performers
felt similarly. "I loved it. My
favorite parts of the event
were the mood that was set
and the keynote poet. It was a
very nice touch to have strawberries with the sparkling
cider, and the keynote poet, L.
NuNu Smith stole my heart. I
was kind of even a little
inspired to write a little poetry
even though it is not really my
thing," said Khari-Elijah
Jarrett '16.
Students that did not perform and were simply there to
observe also had similar
remarks. Victoria Ellison '15,

COURTESY OF Donald Roy Haffenden, Jr '14
Trinity students eagerly waiting in anticipation to see both their peers and L. NuNu Smith preform in the Terace Room

COURTESY OF Donald Roy Haffenden, Jr '14
Keynote poet L. NuNu Smith preforming her orignal work for aidience members

explained that, "The event
was amazing, the space was
positive as well as inspiring.
Hopefully I'll be able to participate in something like Love
Jones someday."
Off campus visitors even
enjoyed the event, and were
amazed by the array of talent
that can be found on Trinity's
campus. A source says that the
event "was a great showcase of
different styles and talents
among the Trintity student
body. I really enjoyed the vibe
and the sense of love and support in the room."
Executive board members
of Imani, Trinity College Black
Student Union, were overjoyed by the success of the
event. "This is my second
experience with producing

Love Jones," stated the
group's community service
chair Bria Lewis '16. "It has
improved so much just over
the last year. My favorite part
was seeing different kinds of
people with various different
cultures and backgrounds all
enjoying something positive
together"
The event even had a very
large influences on Imani's
President, Shanese Caton '14.
She stated that "the great turn
out for Love Jones makes [her]
really excited about our next
event, Blackout, Imani's annual gala. Blackout and Love
Jones both have focuses on
love and encouragement of
community and culture on
Trinity's campus that extends
out to all of the student body."

WHAT'S MORE
"VISITORS"
Tuesday, Feb. 25, 7:30 p.m.
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Trinity women's squash
team defeats Harvard
continued from page 1
Tidman followed by coming
back from a two game deficit
against Michelle Gemmell,
winning her fifth and decisive
game 11-4.
With the match tied at 4-4,
Trinity's Anna Kimberly '17
squared off against Harvard's
Saumya Karki for the deciding
round in the no.4 spot.
Kimberly lost her first game
11-7 but came back to tie it
with an 11-9 win in her second
game. She took a 2-1 lead by
winning her third game 11-5.
In her fourth and final game,
she outscored her opponent
11-9, winning her match, as
well as the championship for
Trinity College. Following the

victory, Bantam teammates
and fans stormed the court to
celebrate with Kimberly.
Following the match, she stated "I knew she [Karlti] was
going to be tough to beat. She
really stepped up today. This
is just the best feeling, such
an amazing feeling."
This championship marks
the third title for the Trinity
College Women's Squash
team, the first since their
2003 win eleven years prior.
By beating Harvard, Trinity
snapped their nine match losing streak against the
Crimson, stemming all the
way back to 2008. This was
Harvard's first loss since they
fell 5-4 against Princeton on
Jan. 13, 2013.

GEJ AHEAD STMT
ON TOMORROW.

With agraduate degree from OuinnipiE UnMlstty's ~ti Cmmicationsr
tomorrow is yours for the taking. Because we deliver ahands-on experience
with an emphasis on breaking tren&, like social media. So you'll be ready to
take on tomorrow's world,~

• MULTIMEDIA REPORTING
. • LONG-FORM STORYTELLING
• SOCIAL MEDIA
• SPORTS JOURNALISM
• DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS

QUINNIPIAC
UNIVERSITY
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Chanel Erasmus '15 won, 3-0, in the No. 9 position against Stanford on Feb.21

Trinity Bantam Athlete of the Week: Mackenzie Griffin '16
BRIAN NANCE '16
STAFF WRITER

Remember
the
first
women's NESCAC basketball
game of the season where the
Lady Bantams took down
Williams College by 16 points?
Well, Mackenzie Griffin '16
certainly remembers, as the
sophomore center pulled down
eight key rebounds, tallied five
points, in addition to providing
stifling defense with a steal
and a block for the Bantams as
they held the Ephs under 50
points. Williams was ranked
fourth in the country at the
time and the win gave Trinity
confidence as they played with
passion, while pursuing goals
of securing a home seed for the
playoffs.
Mackenzie was involved in
numerous sports as an adolescent including soccer, volleyball and basketball. The
Stamford, Conn. native started playing soccer as a second
grader and remained solely
with the sport until junior
high school, where she began
travel and AAU basketball.
Mackenzie describes playing
AAU basketball as being one
of the best decisions she's ever
made. "The friendships and
coaches I met through the
process
were
awesome,"
Mackenzie recalls. ''My AAU
teams were always pretty
good. With AAU, you play
against competition from all
over the country and that definitely helped to prepare my
game for college," Mackenzie
said.
Mackenzie's passion for the
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Women's basketball center Mackenzie Griffin' 16 puts up 13 points in a 58-57 victory over Smith College on Jan. 14, 2014

game of basketball grew
tremendously as a teenager.
She eventually became a stand
out and her love for the game
increased, as she enjoys the
running and the action that
the sport entails. Mackenzie
also states that the sport was
an easy way for her to relieve
stress and clear her mind. Her
enthusiasm for the sport continued to grow as Mackenzie's
mother mentored her and
aided Mackenzie in developing
her basketball skills. Growing
up , Mia Hamm was one of
Mackenzie's favorite athletes
as she admired the humility,
confidence and the dedication

that the Olympic soccer player
possessed. "She had such a
passion for the game; she was
a team player and she was
classy both on and off the
field," says Mackenzie regarding Mia Hamm. Griffin has
always strived to emulate all
of these various characteristics into her game, which she
has successfully done so for
the Trinity Woman's basketball team.
The Lady Bantams played
host to one of the NESCAC
Women's
Basketball
Championship Quarterfinals
games this past Saturday
while simultaneously accom-

plishing one of their key goals
for the season. Trinity pulled
off the win in dramatic fashion
as they won by a tight score of
79 to 76 over Connecticut
College. Griffin scored 12
points and tallied six rebounds
in the exhilarating win over
the Camels. The Bantams
seemed to be playing with
great inspiration and passion
at just the right time in their
season; they hold a record of
16-8 (ranked 4th in the
NESCAC, 7-3 in conference
play) and have won six consecutive games.
Trinity is preparing to face
Tufts
in
the
NESCAC
Semifinals
this
coming
Saturday, in Medford, Mass.
Be sure to wish Mackenzie
Griffin '16 and the whole basketball team luck as they
attempt to go deeper into the
playoffs with another big win
against the Tufts Jumbos!
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Sports:
Men's Swimming
& , Women's .
Squash

Men's swimming team wraps up season at NESCAC tournament
ELIZABETH CAPORALE '16
STAFF WRITER

The
Trinity
Men's
Swimming and Diving team
made the trek up
to
Brunswick, Maine this past
weekend to compete in the
New England Small College
Athletic Conference 2014
Swimming
and
Diving
Championships hosted by
Bowdoin
College.
The
Bantams finished in 11th
place out of 11 teams, concluding with a score of 352
points, only a mere 25.5
points behind Wesleyan.
Williams College was crowned
victor of the meet for the 13th
consecutive time, finishing
with a team score of 1,849
points. Amherst College followed closely behind the powerhouse Ephs, taking second,
while Connecticut College
narrowly edged out Tufts to
claim third place.
The championships kicked
off on Friday, with sophomore
Nick Celestin (Woodbridge,
Conn.) notching fourth place
in the 50-yard backstroke
with a college-record breaking
time of 23.48. The accolades
didn't stop there for Celestin,
as later that day he powered
through the 100-yard backstroke in his leg of the 400yard medley relay, posting
another college-record break-

medley with an impressive
time of 4:12.07. Saturday also
saw Celestin, Long, Ma and
Xing team up for a second
time to break another Trinity
relay record, this instance in
the 200-yard medley. The
four swimmers finished in 7th
place with a time of 1:35.63.
The meet came to an end
Sunday, Feb. 23. Max Ma '14
set a new Trinity record in the
200-yard breaststroke, with
an 11th place finish and time
of 2=08.58. Sunday saw another relay squad produce for
Trinity, this time consisting of
seniors Max Ma, Brendan
Kelley, and first years Long
and Xing. The foursome broke

the
college's
400-yard
freestyle relay record, clocking in at 3:11.09.
The conclusion of the
NESCAC Championships and
the 2013-14 season marks the
end of an era for the six mem hers of the team. Co-captains
Brendan Kelley and Max Ma,
along with the rest of the senior class, Sean Greer, Will
McCarthy, Mark Yanagisawa
and Alexandre Zhang, said
their final goodbyes to a sport
all of them have spent over a
decade participating in. We
wish them good luck in whatever may come their way, and
we wish the returners all the
best for the 2014-15 season.
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Alexandre Zhang '14 competing in his final meet of his Trinity College career

ing time of 50.98. This contributed to a team record time
of 3:29. 77 for the 400-yard
medley relay, which was
swum by Celestin, senior Max
Ma (Nanjing, China), and
first-year members Evan
Long (Cape Elizabeth, Maine)
and Darning Xing (Beijing,
China). Celestin remarkably
ended up swimming personal
bests in each of his top individual backstroke perform ances, including a 10th place
finish in the 100-yard backstroke finals. He broke the

College's records previously
held in those events at
Trinity, which were held by
Celestin himself. In addition,
Darning Xing '17 set two college records on Friday, clocking in at 23.61 in the 50-yard
butterfly and 1=56.44 for his
200-yard individual medley
later that afternoon.
The second day of the
championships brought success for senior Lucas Knight
'14 (Forest Hills, N.Y.), who
broke his own college record
in the 400-yard individual
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Brendan Kelley '14, Mark Yanagisawa '14, Max Ma'14 and Nicholas Celestin '16

Trinity College Bantams

Trinity College Bantams

HIGHLIGHTS

SCHEDULE
Men's Hockey

WOMENS
BASKETBALL

MEN'S BASKETBALL

On Feb. 22, the Trinity
College
Women's
Basketball
team
defeated Connecticut
College
in
the
NESCAC tournament
quarterfinals. Forward
Hannah Brickley '14
scored a game high of
23 points as well as
tallying 9 rebounds.
The Bantams improved
to 16-8 with this victory
and will face the topseeded Tufts on March,
1 for the NESCAC
semifinals.

The Trinity College Men's
Basketball team beat
Bowdoin on Feb. 22 in a
triple-overtime 71-67 victory. The Bantams will
advance to the NESCAC
championship tournament semifinals for the
first time since 2011 following their victory.
Jaquann Starks '16 put
up 21 points and Shay
Ajayi '16 recorded 11
rebounds. This victory
was the first triple overtime win in NESCAC
·-tournament history.

MENS ICE HOCKEY

Mar. 1

vs Wesleyan

3p.m.

Men's Basketball
The Men's hockey team
defeated the Wesleyan
University Cardinals 85, this past Saturday.
With a 20-4 season
record, 15-3 record in
conference play, and
ranked sixth nationally;
the Bantams will play
the Wesleyan Cardinals
yet again on Saturday
at 3:00 p.m. m the
Koeppel Center. Trinity
is on a seven game winning streak, and aims to
make it to the ~ESCA.C
cllamp1onsJilp
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Mar. 1

at Amherst

2p.m.

Women's Squash
Feb. 28

TBA

at Pennsylvania

Women's Hockey
Mar. 1

at Williams

1 p.m.

Men's Indoor Track and Field
Feb. 28

TBA

at Boston

Women's Indoor Track and Field
Feb. 28

at Boston

TBA

Women's Basketball

;!.
:

Mar. 1

at Tufts

2p.m.

